Post Baccalaureate at LSU

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
April 1

SEND APPLICATIONS TO:
Andy Shaw
ashaw@lsu.edu

Accepting 2-4 post-bacs for Fall

The post baccalaureate program at LSU is known nationally for providing young ceramic artists further educational opportunities in the field. These students attend LSU as non-matriculating graduate students for one academic year, working directly with ceramics faculty and learning among MFA and BFA students. Their function at LSU is vital, as they share their skills and experience from other BFA programs, artist residencies, or technical jobs with the students of LSU. This program offers a novel, intensely studio-education-based means for students to bridge the gap between undergraduate school and other artistic pursuits. Since its inception, the post-bacc program has supported students from all over the country.

APPLICATION MATERIALS
In one PDF (max 30MB):
• 15 images of recent work
• Resume
• Statement of intent for your time at LSU
• Names of 3 references with phone numbers and e-mails
• Artist statement

WHO IS A POST-BAACC?
Post-bacs have completed an undergraduate degree and are in transition into the next phase of their artistic career. Post-bacs are typically looking for space, facilities, and a supportive community to develop a portfolio to apply to graduate school or to produce a specific body of work.

REQUIREMENTS OF A POST-BAACC AT LSU
• Commit to one full academic year at LSU - fall and spring
• Register for three credits of Advanced Ceramics
• Be self-sufficient in terms of studio use, ability to fire kilns, mix glazes, etc.

WHAT LSU CERAMICS PROVIDES FOR POST-BACCS
• A semi-private studio, approximately 10’ x 10’
• All ceramic area facilities and equipment are available
• Faculty advising
• Peer critique

art.lsu.edu